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Globalization and Poverty

Issues of poverty impact every part of the world. Economic policies and procedures are no longer simply localized phenomenon, but have global implications as well. Christians need to explore the impact of globalization and poverty.


Awakening to the hidden violence -- Neocolonialism: the search for the most desperate workers - - International financial institutions: instruments of development or violence? -- How the poor suffer -- Do the World Bank and IMF help or hinder? -- Keeping unfair structures in place -- The uses of slaves in the global economy -- The politics of food -- Women and children are hurt the most -- Violence against Latino workers in El Salvador and the United States -- The need for a theology that liberates -- Awakening to the reality of suffering -- How we can respond --


What exactly is globalization? Is it primarily a force for good or a force for evil? In exploring the contours of a Christian response, this edited collection of papers bears witness to the insights of biblical theology, the realities of the contemporary world and the full spectrum of opinions about the issue. The book provides: clarification (what is globalization, a critique of globalization, alternatives to contemporary forms of globalization and suggestions of practical action to counter the negative effects.


Data on poverty, hunger and inequality in an age of globalization. Development theory and debates. The new economic order...Neoliberal resurgence and structural adjustment policies...The impacts of colonialism, slavery, Post-WW II development policies and the third

What does it mean to be incarnational when we are not the Messiah / Jude Tiersma -- Structures, injustice, and insensitivity: who is the neighbor, anyway? Stanley Mutuku Mutunga -- Toward redefining urban poverty / Jayakumar Christian -- Common ministry, a communal vocation / Christine Accornero -- Constructing a theology of mission for the city / Charles Van Engen -- Further toward a theology of mission for the city / Charles Van Engen and Jude Tiersma.